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• Welcome Everyone!

• We are back to Colossians 3

• Tonight we are going to anchor deeper in Colossians 3; God’s all

sufficient and all reliable Word! We will dig deeper and deeper

to Hit the SOLID ROCK, for the next few weeks, so we will be

camping here in Colossians 3 for a while with all our RIGHT

gear, plus the wood, the fire and lots of garbage bags, to make

sure we will take OFF, burn off, for good, and throw away for

good, into the depth of the sea, all of the old stinky remaining

garments from our years of slavery in “Egypt”, with the Devil’s

label, our former owner, that for way too many of us still

weights heavy on us, continuing to oppress us and make us

identify us more with the devil than with JESUS CHRIST, who

must become our exclusive new owner! And Listen please:

Jesus Christ’s team, His body, IS NOT FOR SALE.  Jesus’

team will never be purchased nor stolen by the devil again!!!

• But we will then, after we get all cleaned up, to include hyssop

for deep cleaning, into all of our corners, we will start putting

ON, wearing with joy and integrity, and keeping all the time,

OUR NEW GARMENTS, as the mark of our NEW identity:

• Listen: We don’t have the right to take off, any, of the new

garments, nor alter them, so, keep wearing all your new

garments, all the time as your identity of Jesus’ new community
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of love, the brand new glorious garments Jesus purchased, at full

price, not on sale, and who personally, Jesus tailored them for

each of us, with His exclusive righteous label and seal of

approval, His Spirit, so Jesus Christ, our new permanent owner,

will become our ONE single and exclusive TREASURE, so

Jesus Christ, alone, will become ALL, in ALL and for ALL,

for each of us at Radical Time Out (RTO), so others will see

how we at RTO, live and practice Jesus, constantly and with

gracious intensity, that they may see and experience thru us, how

to live in Jesus’ New community of LOVE, when Christ

becomes ALL AND IN ALL and FOR ALL!!  Not as number

one, nor Jesus at the center or first in my life, NO, but rather

Jesus becoming ALL, IN ALL AND FOR ALL.

• What do you think it means for you and me to have Christ as

your, as mine, as ours, all, in all and for all?

• It means that Christians do not have a plan B, or various baskets

to distribute our eggs, nor do we have any numbering system,

like Jesus is number one, when it comes to who owns, possesses

us and satisfies our souls with every fiber of our new beings:

There is ONLY one exclusive person with One basket, which

means no one else, no second or third, or nothing else will do,

period: His name is Jesus Christ, our King of Kings, our Lord of

Lords and our satisfying Lover, who give us a brand new
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satisfying and joyful experience, every time He loves on us,

aleluya!!!  And Jesus wants to love on us ALL THE TIME!

• And let me tell you:  Everyone of us who are part of Jesus

New Community of Love have been carefully chosen and

invited to participate, fully loved by God our Father,

purchased by Jesus Christ and sealed by the Holy Spirit, at

the EXACT moment of our conversion experience, hence we

are stuck together for eternity.

• So, you know what? Let’s get use to each other NOW,

because we are going to spend eternity together, aleluya☺☺☺☺!!

• So, here we are taking A SUPER duper Radical Time Out in

Colossians 3, towards a new level of Radical growth and

maturity, so we will stop excusing our behavior by JUST doing

our best, and move forward with a new mind set and single focus

into doing what is required of us by God our Father,

regardless of the cost, pain, how hard it may look, lack of sleep

because of the long hours, or emotional battles or afflictions!

• We will be putting our both hands to the plow, fully focused, as

we follow and embrace the real example of Christ, specially

when He was hanging on the Cross, so we will not hang in there

no more, Jesus who was fully empowered by the Holy Spirit, as

we are from the instant Jesus is revealed to us and we trust Him,

so we will learn and be committed to how to love each other,
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no matter what, and love radically with the Biblical Gospel, with

a self-LESS attitude, across Culture, Color, Crime and Class, by

loving with a Pure Heart, a clean conscious and a sincere faith,

without PRETENDING or resenting each other, because we

have been disappointed due to our expectations not being met,

which will lead us to anger, because we feel hurt, and then to

unhealthy confrontations, but rather, we must be living in such a

way that we will endure each other with Christ’s clear

understanding of what His agenda is (The Biblical Gospel that

includes the Cross), because Christ has, NOW, become ALL in

All and for all for each of us.  We no longer live for our old self,

but we live with our new selves for whom Christ is all, in all and

for all.

• Our SINGLE objective for RTO is to be Loving each other

by becoming more like Christ to each other’s real needs,

NOT WANTS, in the new Community of Christ’s love, BY

NEVER TAKING advantage, or miss-using, or making others

feel guilty nor inferior, or by being lazy, or having an attitude of

entitlement, or abusing each other, but rather loving each other

with Christ’s compassion (to suffer with)!  So, as we are able,

we must be in the Jesus’ business of blessing each other with

what the other really needs:  helping find good jobs, and hiring

some like Chuck Martin is doing, helping with proper training,
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housing, financial and spiritual biblical mentoring, clothing,

food, rides, helping here at RTO like many of you are doing,

caring like The Crespos are doing with Don Lacera, taking the

leadership and initiative to form small groups within our RTO

family to pray, encouragement, do picnics together, provide

sound biblical teaching, with good conversation and righteous

advise, going out for a walk together.  And filtering it all thru

Biblical Radical Prayer, by always pointing people to the ALL

SATISFIYING, ALL SUFFICIENT AND GLORIFYING

CHRIST.

• So, I am expecting to learn much in the next few weeks, together

with you, to wrestle with the Word in text and context much

more than ever, so I can be much more transformed, and hence

much more effective, become more gentle, more loving,

becoming a better listener, comprehending with deeper

discernment, becoming a much more diligent and focused

student of the Word, as Christ consumes me, and becomes, for

me, and you, ALL IN ALL AND FOR ALL, for THE greater

fame of Jesus Christ and the sake of Christ Jesus’ New

Community of Love, so God the Father will become real happy

as we Hallow His Holy Name and He smiles on us with His sign

of approval, His Grace, which will produce stronger and vital
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Faith, with undeniable Hope and burning Love in each of us,

with permanent JOY that will lead to fresh gratitude!

• Here is our Title

•  “Put off Anger and Put On Love”.

• What’s Anger?

• Anger is a strong feeling or emotional eruption of

displeasure or hostility, with a wide range of intensity and

fury, that goes out of control, which will be offensive to every

member of the Trinity and others

• We are just introducing the urgent topic of Anger tonight, which

is a vicious enemy of our souls, stealing our joyful peace in

Christ, cutting and damaging our relationship with Jesus Christ

and others.  Because if we are angry with God the Father, then

we are angry with His beloved Son Jesus Christ, with the Holy

Spirit, the entire Trinity, and we are angry with people, to

include our own family. Anger makes our Triune God and

people, become our enemies!! Anger is a devastating SIN that

leads to wrath!!!

• Here is the BIG and BOLD prayer request:

• We do not want to manage our anger, but rather we want

the Holy Spirit to replace our anger with gentle and loving

gratitude!!
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• We are going to see and clearly define in the next couple of

weeks the difference between Anger and Wrath.

• Let’s look again at the sequence of the old sinful garments in

Verse 8 of Colossians 3, that each of us is fully responsible to

take off before we can put on Jesus’ garment of LOVE.

• Colossians 3:8

• “But Now you yourselves are to put off all these; Anger,

wrath, malice, blasphemy, filthy language. out of your

mouth”

• Notice that anger is first on the sequence and Paul is referring to

unhealthy unbiblical anger that lashes out and attacks people’s

character with sharp words that cuts, toxic waste from Egypt,

sarcasm and animosity, which is very different from righteous

anger.  I am confessing to you today that this is, one of my

“impossible prayer” requests, so my words will NOT lash out

nor cut others, but rather they will be delivered with Grace as I

package them with Jesus’ love, so they will bless others!

• We will deal with righteous anger at another time!

• And that type of Anger does not come from the tongue, per say,

but rather that anger flows, the Bible teaches, from a wicket

heart.  Notice also that wrath follows anger in the sequence and

on the list of garments we must take off immediately for the

garment of Love to fit us properly.
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• Unhealthy Anger is not acceptable in Christ’s economy or in

His new community of Love.

• My dear friend and prayer partner Jim Libby has done a study,

which he will allow me to read and even use, on Anger and

Wrath and the difference between Anger and Wrath, because he

said to me:  “Manny I had to do this study because I am an angry

man”! I suppose many of us, if we are honest with God our

Father and with each other, must make the same confession to

start experiencing freedom God’s Way, with progressive

transformation that will move us, from anger, and some of us

from wrath, to becoming people of gratitude that will give us

JOYFUL AND CONSTANT NEW LEVELS OF ALTITUDE,

AS WE FLOW, and live our lives in Jesus’ new Community of

Love, WITH GRATITUDE, WHICH is THE ULTIMATE

IMPOSSIBLE PRAYER REQUEST EVERYONE OF US

MUST HAVE on our List of Big and Bold “Impossible Prayer

Requests”, and make it OUR TOP PRIORITY PRAYER

REQUEST, which we must pray with great persistency and

desperation, to receive a permanent breakthrough, FROM our

Loving Heavenly Father, as He unleashes into us an avalanche

of Grace that will transform our hearts’ desires with overflowing

gratitude towards Jesus Christ, ALELUYA!!!
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• What do you think real Christians have no right or reason to

be?

• Christians have NO right or any reason to be angry!  But rather

Christians have every reason and are required to Love with

Grace and hence be joyful, flowing with Gratitude.

• When we are grateful we cannot be angry.  Remember that

Gratitude, or being thankful, is the ultimate objective and

character quality for Christians to experience and one of the

main reasons the Holy Spirit inspired Paul in the writing of

Colossians.

• Who do you think is the only ONE that has the justifiable

right to be real angry with “Holy Wrath”?

• God Yahweh, and His Wrath is real, it burns with fury

against us, specially in this era, when we are flipping, calling

sin good, redefining God’s Word to fit our sinful desires,

drifting from Truth, praying to ourselves, worshipping

ourselves in His Church, calling it “Worship”, when in fact is

“idolatry”, which has provoked God to a greater Wrath that

burns in Him!!

• Listen, it is from the justifiable wrath of God our Father that

Jesus came to save us from (Romans 5:9)!!

• Idolatry is worshipping the true God in the wrong way,

wrong focus and with wrong motives
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• What do you think is the number one permanent benefit that

“Gratitude” produces in a Christian, especially if one

believes, correctly, Romans 5:9, that we have been saved

from the wrath of God?

• Listen to Colossians 1:15

•  “And Let the peace of God rule (reign or possess you,

Romans 5:17) in your hearts, to which also you were called

in one body (the new community of love, true Koinonia); and

be thankful!”, aleluya!

• And how does the Peace of God rules in our hearts?

• Listen to Colossians 1:16

• “Let the Word of Christ dwell in your richly in all wisdom,

teaching and admonishing one another, in psalm and hymns

and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the

Lord”

• When we are saturated by the Psalms (God’s Word), and we are

singing with grace, His Word, in our hearts to worship Jesus

Christ, with consistency, that is then a clear indication that we

are grateful.

• Do you know of any Christians, who are way too fragile,

shallow and sensitive, who get bent out of shape quickly, and

are easily provoked, becoming explosive with unhealthy

anger?
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•  Just because they have so many wrong and evil buttons,

where anger has been stored for years, filled with hate and

venom that have not yet been diffuse by Biblical Truth!

You see, Anger is a clear indication of our dissatisfaction with God

our Father that flows out of an entitlement mentality.  Case and

point are the prodigal son and his older brother, who were not only

angry with their Father, but they also hated their Father with wrath,

malice and filthy language.  They only wanted the Father for the

goodies, for what the Father had to give them, not because of the

relationship!

Dr. John Piper makes a very good observation when he says:

“The New Testament teaches that our relationships ought to be

swallowed in Jesus Christ, not to have Jesus Christ swallowed

in our relationships, which is usually the case in many of our

churches” and I add, and even in our small group philosophies.

• We cannot put on love unless we get rid of Anger! So, how

do we get rid of Anger?

• We must become discipline to read, eat, delight, savor, study,

soak in and pray the Word of God in text and context, so we will

no longer be superficial or confused, or so wimpy.

• We will then not get upset so fast, as the Holy Spirit will take us

thru an intense boot camp and train us for real spiritual warfare

as Jesus’ Marines to create in each of us the deep capacity we
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need, to take the hit, to take the slap on the face, to take the

unfair comment, to take the abuse, and the “unfair” criticism, so

we may ENDURE like JESUS DID out of gratitude, TO

ENDURE WITH EACH OTHER then, out of gratitude towards

Jesus, WITHIN THE NEW COMMUNITY OF JESUS’ LOVE,

because Jesus is all, in all and for all, knowing that our battle is

not really against our family members in Jesus’ new community

of Love, but rather is against the devil, his demons and agents!!

• What do you think Paul is after here in Colossians 3?  In

other words, what is Paul’s aim?

• Look at what Paul is after here in verse 13 of Colossians 3,

•  “Bearing (enduring) with one another, and forgiving one

another, if anyone has a complaint against another; even as

Christ forgave you, so you also must do”

• Paul is saying to us from the text:  Listen guys: For the sake of

the greater good, which is always the integrity of the Gospel of

Jesus Christ, we must take the high road, which requires me to

love my neighbor with a grateful heart, because Christ is ALL,

in all and for all, in you and in me, then the result of it all, is that

each of us must endure each other, anchored and united at the

Cross and positioned in Christ, without arguing or complaining.

• Paul in I Tim.1:8 is saying to us, NOW, on behalf of Jesus

Christ:
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•  “I desire therefore that the men (women) pray (take a

radical time out) everywhere, lifting up holy hands, without

wrath and doubting”

• So, what do you think IS Paul’s urgent message, to each of

us, here in Colossians 3 that must lead each of us to an

immediate and permanent action plan, when Christ becomes

to each of us, ALL in all for all? Which by the way, He really

wants to☺☺☺☺!!

• Here is what I believe Paul is saying to each of us as a way of

application, so we will act with urgency NOW:

• 1—The Christian life is filled with lots of conflicts, most of

them internal within ourselves and within the Body of

Christ, therefore we are required to be alert, vigilant, in

training ourselves constantly, so our response will always be

Cross-Christ like and Gracious! In other words, being a

Christian is all about the righteous Response.

• So each of us must respond to all situations, including in the

worse of conflicts, trials and adversity, with a fresh Christ-Cross

like attitude of Gratitude that will empower us to endure, with

fresh joy, no matter what, as we are driven to biblical

intercessory  PRAYER,

Like Jesus did on the Cross and like Moses did when he was

dealing with those knuckle heads (US) in Egypt and after Egypt,
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specially when he left for 40 days and they decided built the

golden calf with Aaron’s blessings with the money that was

allocated to build the tabernacle, and then they had the audacity of

worshipping the golden calf, believing that they were worshipping

Yahweh.   That is exactly what we see happening in many of our

churches. IS What I call: The false Illusion and pretending of

worship!! No wonder we are so messed up and we continue to

cause God to a greater Wrath!!

Jesus took the abuse, the mocking, drank the vinegar and was

crucified without complaining or arguing when He was not guilty

of anything.  Moses and Paul also took the abuse from “God’s

people”, big time!  Listen, all of my scars and my troubles have

come from “God’s people”!

So, Paul is also saying, so when you face a conflict of any type

with any other member of Jesus’ new Community of love, that is

when Jesus MUST BE all, in all and for all in you and me, to once

again endure,

2—So, pray to the Holy Spirit to help you NOT respond in

anger, which will lead us to an unhealthy confrontation, or

killing a bunch of people in our hearts, making you into a

serial killer, or by quitting, but rather you must respond with

Biblical reasoning, that flows out of Biblical prayer, that will
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lead you and me to working it out with your brother or sister

at the Cross and in Christ.

Listen to me again please:  If you and I have a problem, or we

find ourselves engaged in a big conflict or a huge mess, that is

NOT bigger than a dead Jesus, then you, I, and the Holy Spirit

can handle it.

I must tell you that: The Greatest human example for me of joyful

enduring is my beloved wife Barb!  She has been enduring with me

for 25 years at so many levels.  Secondly, she serves with outmost

excellence and works long hours with out complaining and

arguing, doing the most for the least, even when she is sick and in

real pain, late into the night. And third, she continues to endure the

constant pain of losing her 3 fingers and just gets the job done.

• LET’S LOOK AGAIN AT OUR BIG TIME SINGLE FOCUS

and AIM FOR 2014, OUT OF COLOSSIANS 3:11

•  “JESUS CHRIST, not self, IS ALL, IN ALL, FOR ALL.

JESUS FULLY SATISFIES!  HENCE the old SELF HAS TO

DIE.”

IN OTHER WORDS:  THE ME, THE OLD ME IS OVER.

CHRIST HAS TAKEN OVER AND HAS CREATED IN ME

A NEW SELF TO WHOM CHRIST IS ALL, IN ALL AND

FOR ALL. THEREFORE CHRIST IS ON FOREVER!!!
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• Finally:  Please Listen to Paul again as he describes Jesus’

New Community of Love, where the members have been

carefully chosen, verse 12 tells us, and created by and for

Jesus Christ, with a new self for whom Christ is all.  And

where we belong and must be accepted by other like mind

members, And where we no longer boast nor find our

identity on what we do, or have done, or where we came

from, or what church we attend, or where we live, or how

big is our home, nor what sports we play or support, or

what city we cherish, but rather we boast in the all

sufficient and satisfying Christ who is all, in all and for all,

aleluya!!

• Colossians 3:11

• “Where there is neither Greek, nor Jew, circumcised

nor uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian, slave nor free,

but Christ is All and In All”

• So, in conclusion: Here is my single purpose for going back

to Colossians 3, now that we have learned, in the last many

week, that Radical Biblical Intercessory Prayer is the only

way to really validate our love for God our Father, thru

Jesus Christ, in the Power of the Holy Spirit,

• because it is then, and only then, that God our Father will get

ALL the glory, as He will provide for that neighbor, AND you
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and ME, THE PERMANENT AND EXACT SOULUTION that

MY neighbors and each of us really need.  And Anger beloved,

will prevent you and me from exercising our love for our

neighbor.

So, is Anger one of the old garments from Egypt you still

wearing, at least partially, that is preventing and hindering you

from being grateful and hence loving God and your neighbor?

If so, you must take a Radical Time Out now, and take it ALL off

and take it off now, leave it right here at the alter, so you can then

begin a new beginning and journey of moving towards becoming a

grateful and thankful Christian person, filled with fresh Joy to

experience Jesus Christ as your all, in all and for all as you put

on LOVE in Jesus’ Community of Love here at Radical Time

Out!
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